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Abstract: Children due to the natural and social constraints need to support
lawmakers, parents and the community. Therefore, efforts should be made to the
best of their rights to be advocated. Including measures taken in the field of law of
accession to the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1373 and the Law on the
Protection of the Rights of the Disabled Act of 1383 and in the international arena,
such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child Act of 1989 noted that Iran it by ing
a general reservation about has approved. The Civil Code and other laws concerning
children's rights cases referred to children in pre-birth Ast..hqvq located injustice
legislator and parent at this time no homework and are not required, and this is one
of the major shortcomings of the law Civil rights of children. The rights of the child
after birth was considered by the legislature, but in some cases ambiguous,
generalization and is even perfect. For example, Article 1168 of the Civil Code
custody in confusion and even abuse the law Dard.mlvlan father of 1169 and 1172
because of their physical and mental condition requires special care and children with
disabilities due to age naturally few are able to meet their needs without the
assistance of others, but also the specific needs of their own that makes the most of
the help and protection to their disabilities receive double the kind of man due to
enjoy the rights and special care. However this should not be applied in a way that
makes their isolation the society in which they live there, but must be grown in the
natural environment and family normally easier to lack of physical condition and his
mental habit Knnd.tlash international community in support of persons with
disabilities led to the ratification documents of the international community that
these documents despite the lack of remedies impact on the minds of society and
public participation in the needs ofregulated. However, despite this, the value of
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these documents, to establish new international rules, regulations, international
instruments on the protection of disabled people in very Ast.tasyr domestic law that
is developed to support return
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